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certification from the shipper that the
product is inhibited.
(b) The certification required by this
section must contain the following information:
(1) The name and concentration of
the inhibitor.
(2) The date the inhibitor was added.
(3) The expected duration of the inhibitor’s effectiveness.
(4) Any temperature limitations
qualifying the inhibitor’s effective lifetime.
(5) The action to be taken if the time
of the voyage exceeds the inhibitor’s
lifetime.
§ 154.1820

Shipping document.

No person may operate a vessel without carrying a shipping document in
the wheelhouse that lists for each
cargo on board:
(a) The cargo tank in which the cargo
is stowed;
(b) The name of the shipper;
(c) The location of the loading terminal;
(d) The cargo name as listed in Table
4; and
(e) The approximate quantity of the
cargo.
§ 154.1822 Shipping document:
for transfer terminal.

Copy

While a vessel is moored at a transfer
terminal, the master shall ensure that
at least one copy of the shipping document is given to the terminal’s person
in charge of cargo transfer.
§ 154.1824 Obstruction
ladderways.

of

pumproom

The master shall ensure that each
cargo pumproom access is unobstructed.
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§ 154.1826 Opening of cargo tanks and
cargo sampling.
(a) The master shall ensure that each
cargo tank opening is fully closed at
all times.
(b) The master may authorize the
opening of a cargo tank:
(1) During tank cleaning; and
(2) To sample a cargo that Table 4 allows to be carried in a containment
system having a restricted gauging
system if:

(i) The cargo tank is not being filled
during sampling;
(ii) The vent system has relieved any
pressure in the tank; and
(iii) The person sampling the cargo
wears protective clothing.
(c) The master shall ensure that cargoes requiring closed gauging as listed
in Table 4 are sampled only through
the controlled sampling arrangement
of the cargo tank.
§ 154.1828 Spaces
vapor: Entry.

containing

(a) No person may enter a cargo handling space without the permission of
the master or without following a safety procedure established by the master.
(b) Before allowing anyone to enter a
cargo handling space, the master shall
ensure that:
(1) The space is free of toxic vapors
and has an oxygen concentration of at
least 19.5 percent oxygen by volume; or
(2) Those entering the space wear
protective equipment with breathing
apparatus and an officer closely supervises the entire operation in the space.
§ 154.1830

Warning sign.

(a) The master shall ensure that a
vessel transferring cargo, while fast to
a dock or while at anchor in port, displays a warning sign:
(1) At the gangway facing the shore
so that the sign may be seen from the
shore; and
(2) Facing outboard towards the
water so that the sign may be seen
from the water.
(b) Except as provided in paragraph
(e) of this section, each warning sign
must have the following words:
(1) Warning.
(2) Dangerous Cargo.
(3) No Visitors.
(4) No Smoking.
(5) No Open Lights.
(c) Each letter in the words on the
sign must:
(1) Be block style;
(2) Be black on a white background;
(3) Be 7.6 cm (3 in.) high;
(4) Be 5.1 cm (2 in.) wide, except for
‘‘M’’ and ‘‘W’’ which must be 7.6 cm (3
in.) wide, and the letter ‘‘I’’ which may
be 1.3 cm (1⁄2 in.) wide; and
(5) Have 1.3 cm (1⁄2 in.) stroke width.
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